
Scattergories 3 

Questions by Will Nediger and Jaimie Carlson 

Round 10 

1. A film by this director prominently features a stuffed toy of Ferdinand the Bull which Jimmy gives 

to one of the main characters. In that film by this director, the aspiring ballerina Judy gives a 

lacerating speech criticizing the audience of a burlesque show starring the blonde dancer Bubbles, 

played by Lucille Ball. This director invented the boom mic to compensate for Clara Bow’s difficulty 

maneuvering around sound equipment while filming Bow’s first sound film, The Wild Party. This 

director made a film with the extremely pre-Code title (*) Merrily We Go to Hell. This director had a 40-

year-long lesbian relationship with the choreographer Marion Morgan. For 10 points, name this director of 

Dance, Girl, Dance, who was the only female director working in Hollywood between 1927 and 1943. 

ANSWER: Dorothy (Emma) Arzner 

<WN> 

2. This character is first seen breathing into a horse’s nostrils, then covering them. The protagonist 

of the novel in which this character appears has a nightmare that he turns a house into a pirate ship 

with the name of a legal book on the flag. This character, who attempts to reveal an affair between 

Mr. Maldon and Doctor Strong’s young wife,  learns from his father that “people like to be (*) above 

you, keep yourself down.” This character claims “It would be better for everybody, if they ... was brought 

here” while in jail at the end of the novel. In a speech that repeats this character’s name in all caps 33 times, 

Mr. Micawber denounces this character’s financial fraud in taking over the law practice of Mr. Wickfield and 

trying to marry the protagonist’s love interest, Agnes. This albino character constantly wrings his hands. For 

10 points, name this “’umble” antagonist of David Copperfield. 

ANSWER: Uriah Heep [accept either underlined portion] 

<JC> 

3. In “A Propos of Lady Chatterley’s Lover,” D. H. Lawrence wrote that “of course” this action 

happens – “and how much worse” if it didn’t. According to a poem by Lady Wortley Montagu, a 

poem that climaxes with the discovery of this action was inspired by the author’s failed attempt to 

have sex with a prostitute named Betty. A poem ends with the image of “Order from Confusion 

sprung” and “gaudy Tulips rais’d” as a result of this action. This action is the most horrific of the (*) 

“Secrets of the hoary deep” discovered by a character who steals away after “finishing his grand Survey” and 

“repeat[s] in his amorous Fits” a line about this action. The discovery of this action leads a man to link “each 

Dame he sees with all her Stinks.” For 10 points, name this bodily function which disgusts Strephon in 

Jonathan Swift’s poem “The Lady’s Dressing Room.”  

ANSWER: Celia shitting [accept synonyms and word forms; prompt on answers like women shit by asking 

for the specific name] 

<WN> 

 

 



4. These words are the basic elements of a constructed language invented by François Sudre [SOO-

druh]. Sarah Ann Glover, the creator of a system named after her hometown of Norwich, changed 

one of these words so that they would all start with different sounds. Another of these words was 

changed by Giovanni Battista Doni, who argued that his new version was easier to pronounce, 

although he may have made the change to enshrine his own name in history. These words were 

coined by (*) Guido of Arezzo based on the first syllables of each line of the hymn “Ut queant laxis” [oot 

quay-ahnt lack-sis], which is why the first of them was originally “ut.” For 10 points, identify these words 

which Maria teaches to the Von Trapp children with descriptions like “a drop of golden sun” and “a deer, a 

female deer.” 

ANSWER: solfège notes [or solfeggio or solfa; or the notes of the musical scale; accept “do re mi fa sol 

la ti” or “ut re mi fa sol la si”] 

<WN> 

5. In a syntactic construction of this name, a predicate has a syntactic argument which is the 

semantic argument of an embedded predicate, as in “You seem to be right.” That construction of 

this name is often contrasted with control. A syntactic operation of this name accounts for how a 

quantifier pronounced in a narrow-scope position can be interpreted as taking wide scope. 

According to William Labov [luh-BOVE], the Northern Cities Vowel Shift began with a process of 

this name affecting the near-open front unrounded (*) vowel, also known as the “short A.” In the Great 

Vowel shift, long [i] and [u] [“ee” and “oo] became diphthongs while the other five long vowels underwent a 

process of this name. A process of this name affects the pronunciation of certain diphthongs when they are 

followed by voiceless consonants. For 10 points, words like about are affected by a so-called “Canadian” 

version of what process in which a vowel increases in height? 

ANSWER: raising [accept Quantifier Raising or Canadian raising; prompt on QR] 

<WN> 

6. The girls in a gang dance to a song named for these objects in a hotel room in an exuberant scene 

from Céline Sciamma’s [SYAH-mahz] film Girlhood. While a song named for these objects plays, we 

see various animations inside of enormous heads, including a woman whose clothing constantly 

changes colors riding on a horse which constantly changes colors. That scene taking place in the 

Foothills of the Highlands is from a 1968 film. A song named for these objects is combined with both 

the Hindi song “Chamma Chamma” and (*) Madonna’s “Material Girl” in Moulin Rouge! While 

surrounded by fancily-dressed men and human chandeliers, Lorelei Lee sings a song named for these objects 

and wears an iconic pink dress. For 10 points, name these objects which, according to a song from Gentlemen 

Prefer Blondes, are a girl’s best friend. 

ANSWER: diamonds (The Girlhood scene features Rihanna’s “Diamonds”; the second clue is about the 

“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” scene from Yellow Submarine.) 

<WN> 

 

 

 



7. Two answers required. One of these people gifted the other a copy of Macbeth in which he had drawn 

Don Quixote. A VR installation allowing visitors to explore one of these artists’ paintings is located 

in an exhibit dedicated to them called Architects of the Imagination. A collaboration by these people 

was described by one as “a magical exposition of life in the labyrinth of time” and by the other as 

“boy meets girl.” That film showed a baseball player watching turtles carrying parade floats, as well 

as a woman wearing a dress made from a bell’s shadow.  In that film, Chronos falls in love with a 

mortal woman in a desolate landscape. That film, (*) Destino, was released by one of these artists’ brother 

Roy with the “2000” version of another work. That artist was referred to as a “great American Surrealist” by 

the other in a letter to André Breton, possibly referring to his Alice in Wonderland animated shorts. For 10 

points, name these two mustachioed artists, who respectively created The Persistence of Memory and Fantasia.  

ANSWER: Salvador Dalí and Walt Disney 

<JC> 

8. One of these artworks features a gray swirling cloud pattern against a red and yellow background, 

and its artist also created extremely boxy examples of these works. Messy-looking sketches of 

military medals and columns appear in one of these works by Giorgio de Chirico. A primarily 

golden-yellow one of these things features a Viking-like hat and target-patterned breastplates. One 

of these things which included a seahorse hat was inspired by the story of Sadko. A drawing of one 

of these things shows a large-breasted woman with pointy shoes and a long braid. Sonia Delaunay,  

Natalia Goncharova, and Pablo Picasso were among the designers for these (*) outfits, a bright 

yellow-and-orange one of which was drawn in a highly exoticized fashion. A notorious one of these things 

was a tight unitard with brown patches meant to represent a faun. Leon Bakst was a long-running designer of 

these works. For 10 points, Sergei Diaghilev hired people to design what outfits for works like The Firebird? 

ANSWER: costumes for the Ballets Russes [prompt on partial answers] 

<JC> 

9. This book’s title is misquoted in the title of a Rita Dove poem in which reading this book before 

bed inspires the speaker’s daughter to learn about her vagina. An illustration at the end of this book 

shows a toy airplane hanging from a lamp over the bed of the protagonist, who says “Hum” and 

then “Yum!” This book opens with its protagonist hearing a racket and shouting “Quiet down 

there!” After escaping from three Oliver (*) Hardy-esque characters in a makeshift airplane, this book’s 

protagonist proclaims “I’m in the milk and the milk’s in me.” This children’s book has been frequently 

banned because of its proliferation of milky fluids and its depiction of child nudity. For 10 points, name this 

Maurice Sendak book in which a boy named Mickey has a dream where he is nearly baked into a cake in the 

title location. 

ANSWER: In the Night Kitchen 

<WN> 

 

 

 



10. These things are depicted in a series of artworks, each consisting of a large painting on copper 

surrounded by sixteen smaller paintings on copper, all mounted on an ebony cabinet, by Jan van 

Kessel the Elder. The personifications of these things in Cesare Ripa’s [CHAY-zah-ray REE-pah’s] 

Iconologia include one depicting a woman standing on a head with arrow through its eye next to a 

lizard. These things are represented by the female figures in a painting in which a tiger protects her 

cubs from a crocodile with a putto riding on its back, by Peter Paul (*) Rubens. These things are 

represented by allegorical figures on the four cornices of a massive ceiling fresco made for the entrance 

staircase of the Würzburg Residenz in which Apollo embarks on his daily journey across the sky. Giovanni 

Battista Tiepolo painted that allegory of the planets and these things. For 10 points, Renaissance iconography 

divided the world into four locations of what type, also called the four parts of the world? 

ANSWER: the four continents [accept four parts of the world before “world”; prompt on four parts of 

the world before “parts”; accept Europe, Africa, Asia and the Americas] 

<WN> 

11. A book of this title includes a chapter recounting the author’s trip to see a reconstruction of an 

18th-century ice palace. Ignoring any prefixes, this word titles a satire of leftist intellectuals in New 

York in the 1930s, written by Tess Slesinger. Again ignoring any prefixes, this word titles a novel 

which opens with a description of a low wall which “did not look important.” This word titles a 

memoir about the author’s time studying (*) Russian literature at Stanford, written by Elif Batuman. 

Ignoring prefixes, this word titles a novel about Shevek, a physicist trying to develop a General Temporal 

Theory. That utopian novel is set on the twin worlds of Anarres and Urras, and is by Ursula K. Le Guin. For 

10 points, name this nine-letter word which sometimes titles English translations of Fyodor Dostoevsky’s 

novel Demons. 

ANSWER: possessed [accept The Possessed or The Unpossessed or The Dispossessed] 

<WN> 

12. These features punningly name an Issey Miyake collection which makes use of an innovative 

technique for creating them which Miyake patented in 1993. Two vertical rows of these features are 

the most distinctive feature of the guayabera [wah-yah-BAY-rah], a type of shirt popular in the 

Spanish-speaking world. A variety of these features seen on many garments from the 18th century is 

named after Jean-Antoine Watteau because of its frequent appearance in his paintings. For his 

Delphos gown, Mariano (*) Fortuny used a secret technique to create these features, which have proven 

practically impossible to reproduce. The “knife” or “accordion” type of these features allow garments to 

expand when moving. When they are set into place with heat, these features are said to be “pressed.” For 10 

points, name this type of fold often found on skirts. 

ANSWER: pleats [prompt on folds] (The Issey Miyake collection is called Pleats Please.) 

<WN> 

 

 

 



13. In one story, a man sneaks past a house to avoid one of these animals seeing his face, because he 

believes it is laughing at him. In a novel, a woman with one of these animals repeatedly fails to say 

the line “There was plenty beaux at that ball, honey, but I still got my honor” while acting as the 

“Virgin-ny belle...Harlett O’Hara.” While carrying the dead body of one of these animals, a woman 

whose nephew Victor dies in Cuba is struck with a whip in a story which ends as she sees this 

animal “as the (*) heavens parted to receive her.” Another of these animals is trained to bite rings attached 

to Darlene’s clothing, leading it to rip out the earring of a pirate-costume-wearing hot dog vendor. That 

animal ruins a strip act in Lana Lee’s bar in A Confederacy of Dunces. Felicité keeps one of these animals as a pet 

in the story “A Simple Heart.” For 10 points, a Julian Barnes novel is titled for what type of bird written 

about by Gustave Flaubert? 

ANSWER: parrots [or cockatoos] 

<JC> 

14. One essay notes that depictions of these places only show water once, in an image where a 

woman leans on a fountain rim. In that essay, Marguerite Yourcenar wrote that while an artist with a 

“dark brain” created other works where the “major protagonist...is Time,” the “hero of [these 

places] is Space.” One of these places contains a steering wheel made of swords, while another 

shows two flags over a staircase flanked by large trophies. One work shows a series of rings hanging 

underneath a (*) drawbridge in one of these places, while another shows a round tower. Sixteen black-and-

white capricci etchings of these places show many stairs and ladders within large chambers, in a series of works 

that inspired M. C. Escher and was created by an artist who also etched many Roman ruins. For 10 points, 

name these “Imaginary” places depicted in elaborate architectural prints by Giovanni Battista Piranesi.  

ANSWER: Le Carceri de’Invenzione [or Imaginary Prisons; accept synonyms such as jails] 

<JC> 

15. One poem named for this concept contrasts “lordly Man, born to imperial sway,” with “Woman, 

arm’d with” this concept, which is called a “Proteus to abused mankind.” One place named for this 

thing is home to living teapots, walking stools, pregnant men, and women turned into bottles. A 

“Pindaric poem” to this concept by Anne Finch asks “What art thou...which ev’ry thing dost ape?” 

and blames it for vanquishing Brutus.  Matthew Green describes this thing as a “day-mare” with a 

“magic lantern” and says it can be (*) eradicated by exercise, monkeys, kittens, or the company of 

women. In a place named for this concept, a bag of sighs and a vial of fears are received by Umbriel to take 

to Belinda. The Rape of the Lock features a cave named after this concept. A section of a work named after this 

concept addresses the “hypocrite reader.” For 10 points, name this concept which is contrasted with “Ideal” 

in Les Fleurs du Mal, and which is named for an organ once linked to melancholy and depression. 

ANSWER: spleen 

<JC> 

 

 

 



Note to moderator: I’d prefer if you pronounced Mind! like the word mind but with more gusto, but I guess you can also just 

say “Mind with an exclamation mark.” 

16. A portrait of this concept, consisting of blank paper along with instructions for use that tell the 

reader to “turn the eye of faith” to view it, appears on the frontispiece of a parody issue of the journal 

Mind entitled Mind!. The friendly but extended philosophical dispute between William James and 

Josiah Royce is known as the “battle of” this concept. A sentence about how this concept “enters 

into, but is itself incapable of, evolution and progress” is mocked as meaningless in A. J. Ayer’s 

Language, Truth and Logic, and is paraphrased from the book (*) Appearance and Reality by F. H. 

Bradley. The phrase “the night in which all cows are black” was used by Hegel to mock Schelling’s featureless 

version of this concept. For 10 points, name this concept referring to a supreme reality which names Hegel’s 

brand of idealism. 

ANSWER: the absolute 

<WN> 

17. A work by this author makes fun of an angry critic by comparing him to a “simple sailor” who 

shouts at the stage in an attempt to warn Othello not to believe Iago. In that work, this author 

insisted that one of his works was “written for women” and “produced mainly through the 

determination of women.” A work by this man claims that one of his characters might want to “drag 

[a man] off his pedestal and see him making love like any common man” but that “his relation to 

her is too (*) godlike to be altogether agreeable.” This author of “On the Prospects of Christianity” wrote an 

afterword called “The Revolutionist’s Handbook and Pocket Companion.” A preface by this author asks 

whether a woman will “look forward to a lifetime of fetching [a character’s] slippers or to a lifetime of 

[another character’s] fetching hers” and describes her opening a flower shop. For 10 points, name this 

playwright who insisted that Eliza married Freddy, not Henry Higgins, in his postscript to Pygmalion.  

ANSWER: George Bernard Shaw  

<JC> 

18. A man who achieved a pioneering feat in this activity over the course of a thousand hours for a 

thousand guineas in 1809 was named Robert Barclay Allardice and was nicknamed “the celebrated 

[performer of this activity].” A man from Bordeaux named Jean-Albert Dadas [zhahn-all-“BEAR” 

dah-DAH] compulsively engaged in this activity, exemplifying the “transient mental illness” 

discussed in a 1998 book by Ian Hacking. The (*) PERS system is used to “audit” environments for how 

amenable they are to this activity. It’s not skiing, but the “Nordic” variety of this activity is performed using 

poles. It’s not cycling, but neighborhoods that promote this physical activity are favored by New Urbanist 

designers. For 10 points, name this activity performed by pedestrians. 

ANSWER: walking [accept pedestrianism before “pedestrians”; prompt on traveling] 

<WN> 

 

 

 



19. An essay about this concept ends by noting that “the monosyllable of the clock is Loss, loss, loss, 

unless you devote your heart to its opposition.” In a letter to H. G. Wells, William James wrote about 

“the moral flabbiness born of the exclusive worship of” this concept. An essay about this concept 

recounts how the author mistook chocolate sauce for gravy and poured it over his sirloin while living 

on room service at a first-class hotel, which he left after undergoing an eye operation. A Streetcar 

Named Desire is sometimes published alongside an (*) essay whose title replaces the word “desire” with 

this word, which is an alternate version of an essay in which Tennessee Williams meditated on “the 

catastrophe of” this concept. For 10 points, name this concept often personified as a “bitch goddess.”  

ANSWER: success [prompt on the bitch goddess] 

<WN> 

20. In a novel by an author with this last name, the artist John Drinkwater writes The Architecture of 

Country Houses to convey his theory of infinitely nested universes. A character with this name 

transforms paint guns into real guns and tells the Grimm brothers’ fable of a bird pecking through a 

mountain in order to illustrate how long one would have to watch The Sound of Music in heaven. A 

man with this surname was the inspiration for a character who encourages Harry Potter to become 

the Antichrist in The (*) League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, as well as the model for Oliver Haddo, the 

corpulent villain of Maugham’s The Magician. A fantasy author named John with this last name wrote Little, Big 

and the Aegypt series. This is the name of the demon friend of Aziraphale in Neil Gaiman and Terry 

Pratchett’s Good Omens. A man with this surname decreed “Do What Thou Wilt” as the motto of the 

Thelemite order which he based on Egyptian mysticism. For 10 points, name this last name of the occultist 

Aleister. 

ANSWER: Crowley [accept Aleister Crowley or John Crowley; accept Crawly] 

<JC> 

21. During this event, a woman gave a speech in which she recalled seeing a performance of the 

second act of All My Sons, as well as a ballet in which guerrillas trained bees to attack enemy 

soldiers. Larry Carrigan fabricated the story that a woman was given scraps of paper with social 

security numbers on them, which she refused to deliver to their intended recipients, during this 

event. In reference to this event, a woman wrote that “the buck stops here” because “if I was used, I 

allowed it to happen” in her autobiography, (*) My Life So Far. In this event, a woman toured a system of 

dikes which she claimed, contra Joseph Kraft, were being strategically bombed. A photograph of that woman 

sitting on an anti-aircraft gun during this event triggered widespread outrage in the U.S. For 10 points, name 

this 1972 visit which led to an actor/activist being nicknamed “Hanoi Jane.” 

ANSWER: Jane Fonda’s visit to North Vietnam [accept Hanoi Jane before “Hanoi”] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



22. This location is where the Christian choral genre of himene tarava [hee-may-nay tah-rah-vah] 

originated. A piece named after this place was written in response to Nikolai Malko’s bet that the 

composer couldn’t re-orchestrate a song from memory in less than an hour. The critically panned 

opera A Quiet Place is a sequel to an opera named after this place. That opera named after this 

place, which the composer wrote on his honeymoon with Felicia Montealegre [mown-tay-ah-LAY-

gray], includes a trio who sings about the happiness of life in (*) suburbia, which contrasts with the 

extremely unhappy suburban life of Sam and Dinah. Shostakovich’s orchestration of an arrangement of the 

song “Tea for Two” from No, No, Nanette is named for this island’s “trot.” For 10 points, a Leonard 

Bernstein [“BURN”-styne] opera is titled Trouble in what island of French Polynesia? 

ANSWER: Tahiti [prompt on French Polynesia] 

<WN> 

23. These are the first two words in the title of a poem by Diana Hendry which asks “Will I lose 

control of my bladder? Will I lose control of myself?” In one novel, a song with verses ending in this 

Latin phrase comes before a parody of “The War-Song of Dinas Vawr.” That song declares “Life is 

blood, shed and offered” and ends by saying that this phrase “is me”; it is sung by the falcons in 

The Once and Future King. A poem which repeats a phrase beginning with these two words at the 

end of every verse lists people like Blind Harry, Gower, and Chaucer and notes “the flesh is bruckle, 

the Feynd is slee.” That poem declares “Our (*) plesance here is all vain glory” and “I… am trublit now 

with great sickness” before describing a phenomenon that takes knights, babies, and ladies alike. This two-

word Latin phrase is followed by “conturbat me” [con-toor-baht may] in William Dunbar’s “Lament for the 

Makers.” For 10 points, name this Latin phrase which translates to “the fear of death.”  

ANSWER: timor mortis 

<JC> 

24. This project’s initial $50,000 budget was used up in the first two weeks, so it was partly funded 

with sales of a book subtitled “An Historic Guide.” This project’s leader was embarrassed by a 

Washington Post article revealing Stéphane Boudin’s contributions. Henry du Pont and Sister Parish 

were among the experts consulted on this project, whose leader also hired the curator Lorraine 

Waxman Pearce. Planet of the Apes director Franklin J. Schaffner helmed a television special 

showing a tour on which the CBS correspondent (*) Charles Collingwood accompanied this project’s 

leader to show this project’s results, which was viewed by 80 million people. This project was inspired by its 

leader’s dismay at the bland design she encountered while taking a tour as a guest of Mamie Eisenhower.  For 

10 points, name this major project undertaken by Jackie Kennedy as First Lady. 

ANSWER: Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’s restoration of the White House [accept equivalents like 

“renovation” or “refurbishment” or “redecoration” instead of “restoration”] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



TB. A locality principle introduced by Luigi Rizzi is named for a “relativized” version of this 

concept. The opposite of this concept names a type of projection which is used in the definition of 

government in government and binding theory. A paradigm named for this concept introduced Bare 

Phrase Structure, a generalization of the previous notion of X-bar theory. That paradigm is named 

for this concept because it starts from the assumption that Universal Grammar contains only what is 

(*) necessary to connect sound and meaning, given the properties of the human brain. In the 1990s, Noam 

Chomsky introduced a “program” named after this concept. For 10 points, two words in a given language 

that differ in only a single phonological element, such as “pat” and “bat,” are described as what kind of 

“pair”? 

ANSWER: minimality [or minimalism or minimalist] 

<WN> 


